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The Nelsons have grown in just about every way since being exiled to Eloria.Now they will face
their biggest challenge yet. For all that they thought they had begun to understand what faced
them, it has now become apparent that there are larger forces at work and more powerful
enemies behind the scenes.The monstrous dark mage Seimion seems almost unstoppable with
a host of fiends at his command and behind him is the mysterious Master.If they are to save not
only their home but the very kingdom of Albia from utter chaos, all of the Nelson's will be
required. For the first time the two youngest, Jackson and Sara, will be called upon to play vital
roles.Join the Nelsons in their Life in Exile in this exciting third installment of this Ebook Library
Bestselling LitRPG Series. Grab your Copy Today!

"I miss Terry Pratchett and this book made me think of his work. It's not the same humor, but it's
such a refreshingly humorous out of left field take on the genre that it evokes the feel. Higher
praise I can not give." - Jeff D "It's nice to see a humorous take on the litRPG genre. It does a
good job of pointing out the ridiculous rules, limitations, and quirks that video games need to
make players deal with in order to keep some sort of structure." - Joe Z "A great adventure, in
the spirit of Douglas Adams if he had video games." - Terrain K "Monty Python meets LitRPG.
This is a brilliant story, funny in all the right ways, reasons and places." - Kindle Customer
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reading Watcher’s FateALSO IN SERIESABOUT THE AUTHORLitRPGPrologueChoice is an
illusion or so teaches one philosopher while another would have all his followers believe that we
are simply the sum of our choices. One man believes he is limited in his future choices by his
past choices and another that each decision creates an endless stream of possibilities forking
out from that same choice.Yet these thoughts are those of a mortal. They belong to a man, any
man, every man for whom time progresses moment by moment, each building upon itself. That
same mortal views the passage of these moments as the grains of sand falling through the
hourglass. Some mortals deem that hourglass to be finite, with a limit or an ending to come.
Others suspect its scope to be endless. Yet neither can know for certain as the mortal flame is
but a flash in the scheme of eternity. Most confusing of all is that the mortal sees time as a
progression, thinking of past and future, yet is only able to live in the present moment, never
encompassing more than a single heartbeat. Not so for the Watcher or his fallen brother. For
their kind, time is still a coil wrapped around them containing their essence. Yet either by virtue of



their nature or simply their longevity, they are able to see a broader view. They watch not just the
present but, while dwelling there, also gaze upon the past.Knowledge, self-understanding, and
the ability to calculate innumerable variables beyond mortal comprehension allow for the illusion
of prophecy. Armed with such insights, it is easy to see how the Condemned believed his
foresight sufficient to chart the course while simultaneously refusing to learn from the defining
moment of his past. “Perhaps we are not so different from them,” intoned the Watcher.A low
growl escaped his counterpart. No words followed though even as the Watcher waited. “Perhaps
we also sought to control our fate. We sought to shape ourselves. So sure were we of our
wisdom. So sure of our superiority.” The Watcher’s solemn tone grew ever more pointed.True to
his nature, the Condemned sought refuge in anger and solace in bitter words. “I will not be
compared to bags of flesh who spawn, grow, and wither in less than the blink of my eyes.”“And
yet we like that they only ever exist in a single instant. Our vision of the past may be keener and
our ability to foresee the course of the future may be more certain, yet we exist in the present.” It
wasn’t clear from the way that he averted his eyes if the Watcher was speaking to himself or
answering the challenges uttered.“Why do you insist on this exercise? We are the first. We are
the rightful heirs of all.” The Condemned spoke slowly and deliberately even as his voice rose in
a crescendo of emotion. “We call ourselves the children of eternity but is that posturing? We
have a beginning. Do we also have an end?” The Watcher’s back was turned to the Condemned
as he was speaking more to himself. “Our test proves it. Look at the first one. Look at what he
has wrought. He has raised himself up with the power that our test provided to him. He has
become more and proven that they cannot be trusted. The others shall all follow in his steps. It is
only a matter of time. Even now one of them is taking the first steps down that path. Look at how
they scurry and crave more for themselves all the while professing it is to redeem a lost memory
or other self-centered goal. I think my favorite is the tripe from that one about only being
interested in protecting his family.” A hollow laugh rose up out of the Condemned.“Perhaps. Yet
which is esteemed, the artist or the art? In the end is it we who forge their fate or their own
choices?” the Watcher asked, and while the Condemned listened, he didn’t actually hear the
question being pondered. For it wasn’t the fate of some mortals from earth which was foremost
in his mind, but rather his own.Chapter OneNothing makes a man fight harder than having his
back against his home. Even the serf farmer will fight to the end for kin and hearth. — King
Harold Bornstein I, first king of Albia.Village of Eris’ Rise, Northern Albia - Sara NelsonWarm
blood splashed against the wall of Eris’ Rise releasing bursts of steam in the chill morning air.
The wall was far from complete, but at least in this section the defenders had a partial barrier.
Fighting from the wall didn’t stop the attackers. Such a wall wasn’t possible, not in Eloria where
warriors could possess superhuman strength and agility. Not to say anything of magic. No, rather
the walls gave them a platform to fight from. It gave them the high ground.Human soldiers
leaned out over the wall swinging axes or thrusting spears at the mercenary attackers who were
trying to climb the ten foot barrier. Occasionally a particularly strong attacker would take a
running start and then leap into the air, but the deadly accuracy of the elven arrows made that



strategy short-lived. It was in fact the coordination between the humans and elves made the
defense of the wall so effective. This attack by human raiders was not what the town had been
preparing for. An invasion of goblins from the north was the enemy that they had been worried
about. Now though, it was obvious that Eris’ Rise had more enemies than they previously knew
about. The leadership had discussed the possibility that Duke Holstein would take action against
them but had never expected a full-blown attack with hundreds of soldiers.Certainly, none of the
raiders wore livery or other insignia to mark them as being Holstein’s men. That didn’t deceive
the knights or even the elves who were in charge while Dave and Emily were away. It truly had to
be the worst luck that this attack happened before Dave had returned from the quest turn in to
the moon elves and at the same time that Emily was on a dungeon run. Still, it was unthinkable
that a force this large could exist in Holstein’s lands and he not know about it.The defenders had
to spread themselves thin around the wall as well as flank attackers outside of the wall and
guards inside to prevent a slaughter if there was a breach in the perimeter. The assailants were
not under any such limitation, and now some fifty of the unmarked warriors were throwing
themselves at this one little section with a mere two parties of defenders.Twelve against fifty was
mean odds, and even the wall might not have been enough if it weren’t for two other factors.
First, despite the fact that these squads had been forced upon the soldiers by Baron Murkwood
and Lady Emiri, their leaders had upheld the policy and mixed the races into squads to defend
their mutual home. Many years in the future when Eris’ Rise had ascended far beyond its lowly
state, this battle, this moment of deadly tension, would be hailed as one of the defining
moments. It didn’t erase centuries of racial tension or distrust. Instead, it provided a way forward
through the morass of confusing traditions, for nothing tends to make men feel like brothers
more than standing side by side in a life and death battle.The heavy axes wielded by the
humans, who were innately stronger than their elven squad mates, were far better at sweeping
attackers off the wall than the slender elven blades which are deadlier in a duel. As the archers
came to trust the axe men next to them, they were better able to focus on their deadly arrows.
Likewise, the human axe-wielders learned to trust the flights of death launched by their elven
counterparts who were pushing back the encroaching enemy so the axes could be used
effectively. They didn’t hold back but swung with determined focus. Besides the desperate
teamwork, the other factor that saved these soldiers and upheld the wall was a flanking charge
by Eisuke and a half dozen forest wardens and druids. The forest warden led the attack as they
seemed to materialize out of thin air. Their camouflage had been nearly perfect, such that the
charging humans’ intent upon the wall never saw them until it was too late. Eisuke was amongst
them, a whirling bringer of death as his swords struck with precision. He didn’t carry the same
slender elven long swords most of his brethren bore, favoring instead scimitars for their heavy
blade and the way in which their curves lent themselves to his dancing style. One slash took the
first of his targets across the neck while his momentum carried him into the next human with a
low hooking cut against the man’s ankle. Neither target was killed, but that wasn’t his goal.
Eisuke simply meant to take them out of the fight, to bring one man down in desperation so that



his fingers clutched his neck in the vain attempt to hold back the flow of arterial lifeblood and the
other so that he was hobbled with a severed Achilles. He glided amongst the humans who at first
didn’t notice him and then, when they did, found it hard to shift their momentum in time. Awkward
hacks were made at him, yet Eisuke was never where those blades were when the axe heads
traveled through the space that he had previously been. The other four forest wardens with him
each moved likewise through the humans cutting and slicing without the same exquisite grace
but still to the same rhythm. It probably helped that Eisuke had trained them. Still the inevitable
happened and an elven sword struck the human plate mail of a knight accompanying the assault
upon the wall. The aim of the sword’s wielder was off by the smallest margin, and instead of
slipping into a gap in the armored joints, it scuttled off to the side. The knight had been shocked
by the sudden flanking assault, but his reactions were just a bit faster, and he swung his shield in
response. The wooden shield was bound in metal, and the edge caught the suddenly
overextended elf upon his temple and dropped him like a rag doll. The humans around sensed
the fallen prey, and multiple axes swept towards him. It was at that moment that the pair of druids
who were with the forest wardens made their presence known. The first one held out his left arm
with the index and middle fingers extended out. A blue spark danced upon those two fingers as
he mouthed the final words of a spell he had been holding at the ready. Faster than the eye could
follow, a flash of electricity crossed the gap between finger and knight. The spell lacked the raw
power of Dave’s lightning bolt, but to a man encased in metal armor, it was still a serious attack.
The knight felt his muscles seize up, and instead of swinging his sword down upon the fallen elf,
he toppled over stiff as a felled tree. The second druid’s spell was less flashy but no less potent.
As the spell form came to completion, the fallen elf’s skin became as thick and hard as bark
while taking on the same rough appearance. Bark wasn’t enough to stop the three axes falling
upon him, but it was enough to turn strikes, which would have otherwise been instantly mortal,
into merely grievous wounds.The humans who had sought to end the fallen warden were not so
lucky. For when their charge had ended, they became perfect targets for the six elven bows upon
the wall, and each of them fell to the ground with arrows in their eyes or throat. The forces on the
wall coming to the rescue of their rescuers. The assault had been blunted, but the elves outside
the wall still found themselves outnumbered, and the humans finally had the presence of mind to
raise shields to protect themselves against the projectiles launched from the wall. The knight
was rising to his feet. Eisuke could only assume his armor had some sort of warding against
electricity, probably a common precaution in a world with metal armor and magic.It hadn’t been
enough to save the man from the initial jolt but must have mitigated the damage enough to let
him regain his feet in seconds. Now the two sides faced off against one another. The humans
surrounded the elves who were gathered in a circle around their fallen comrade. Eisuke knew
they couldn’t count on another timely spell to save them as the druids had been casting furiously
since the battle had begun and even with mana potions were undoubtedly very low on mana.
Still, he would have given much gold to have another half dozen of them. The saving grace was
that the humans didn’t have any magic users to speak of in the assault whereas Eris’ Rise had



Talvenicus and the six druids.The three priests had all been assigned to healing only and
weren’t using any offensive magic they might possess. The worst part of this situation was that
Eisuke knew he could have fought his way out of the ring and escaped, but now, some twenty-
five humans stood around the seven elves, and they couldn’t even flee because of the fallen.
The hogo-sha shinrin couldn’t help but wonder if Lady Emiri’s dream was dead before it would
even begin.Not all of the fights around the wall had gone so well for defenders. In one of the
weaker spots, another assault force of humans had pushed themselves through and descended
upon the homes. They made their way to the largest home the scouts had reported. Their orders
were to kill the upstart nobles and capture the marrying age daughter. Accompanying this party
was a pair of Holstein’s soldiers who had done some more dubious work earlier in life and had
the skills necessary to perform an assassination. Thus, a knight and two dozen soldiers outside
tried to force their way into the nearly finished Nelson residence and past the monk, paladin, and
soldiers who were acting as Sara’s guard. Outside the house, the two assassins were creeping
around trying to find a back entrance. Meanwhile, inside the house, Sara clung to Krinnk
because she was terrified by the sounds of fighting. She wanted to latch onto Balayria, but the
half-orc artist was busily painting a mural on the wall across from the entryway to the back room
they were in. The one elven monk inside, who was the last line of defense, nervously snapped at
her, “Is now the appropriate time for arts and crafts?”Balayria looked over at him with a withering
stare. The hatred of elves was hardly something new to her, but still she managed to snap back,
“I’m setting a trap. Just you take care to stay out of the line of this image.”“A trap? It looks like you
are painting a snake onto the wall of their bedroom. I somehow doubt that Lady Emiri will thank
us for defacing her property.” The monk’s nervousness at his duty had worn down his usual
reserved nature. “Typical elf, if you don’t understand a type of magic, then how could the rest of
us mongrel races know anything about it? Am I right?” Balayria wasn’t even looking at him as
she was busy putting the finishing touches upon her work. “There. It’s done,” she said with a
smile. “So what does it do?” Sara chimed in before the monk could say anything further.“Well I
am glad you asked my little artistic apprentice.” Balayria didn’t mention that she was glad for
anything that took Sara out of her fear. “Come here and look over the design with me but be
careful not to stand in front of it. I don’t think you should trigger it as it is set to go off against
humans only but you are half human after all.”Sara and Krinnk edged over nervously to where
Balayria stood, and she began to show and explain the different elements she had worked into
the painting upon the wall. It was essentially a hooded, coiled snake rising up as if ready to
strike. Sara thought it looked like a cobra, like the one from that karate movie her dad liked. After
admiring the artistic components, she felt out for the magic within the paints as Balayria had
taught her. She could sense how the magic flowed through and blended together just as the
various hues of paint did, somehow taking tiny threads of magic and creating something greater
than just the individual parts. The reds and yellows were pretty, but they also blended into so
many different shades to create the striking image before her. Now that she’d seen it, she
repeated her earlier question, “So what does it do?”“You tell me, apprentice.” Balayria said with a



toothy grin of short tusks that made others uncomfortable but was cheerful to Sara. Once again,
Sara closed her eyes and tried to feel the art. Her small hands wandered over the painting. She
hovered over the work for fear of smudging but could still feel herself connecting with it.Balayria
had high hopes for the little half-elf. She was smart and compassionate as well as adorable,
which was a rare combination. Most importantly though, she was a natural artist with no
preconceived notions about what made for good art or what magic could do in art. “I get the
impression of a giant snake pouncing out of the wall and swallowing whole anyone who disturbs
it,” Sara said, looking expectantly at her teacher. Patting Sara on the back, Balayria said, “Very
good, that is exactly the intent of the work.”As she received the praise, a notification popped up
in her mind’s eye.You have gained 1 point in Painting as a result of your ability to perceive the
intent in another’s work. Such gains are rare and harder to come by the further you progress.
Current level: 31“You mean that you have painted a sigil which can conjure a giant sepia?” the
monk asked aghast, slipping into using the Moon Elf word for snake. “In this enclosed space with
the child here?” he continued.“No, the art conjures a force which for a limited purpose can carry
out the intent which such a serpent might have,” Balayria answered. Further discussion was cut
off as the door handle to this inner room visibly moved. Everyone went quiet. The monk prepared
his best attempt at his master’s Dragon Fist technique, Krinnk began to spin the sling he carried
to build speed, and Balayria pulled Sara behind her while pulling out a pinch of glitterdust. The
pressure against the door was gentle as if someone was testing it. The door had a heavy bar
holding it in place so it wouldn’t go down easily. The monk was thankful that Lady Emiri had
finally listened to Daichi and allowed the builders to put it in place. While it wouldn’t keep a
determined intruder out, it might delay them–at least for a bit. For her part, Sara didn’t
understand everything that was going on, but she knew that there were bad men hurting all of
the people in town. Not all of them liked Sara, but she couldn’t bear the thought of any of them
being hurt. She wished that there was something more that she could do, but every time she
looked inward to that character screen all she got was a listing that she was level sixteen and
could not fully access her sheet until her tenth birthday. She wasn’t sure how many days had
passed since they had arrived in Eloria, but she didn’t think her mom would miss her birthday.
Last year they had a swimming party for her. She couldn’t imagine what kind of fun things they
could do here. Of course, the wonder of childhood was that Sara stood thinking about her
birthday party in a room with three people preparing to protect her from the two men trying to
find a way past the heavy wooden door. Through it all, she was mostly oblivious. She had
forgotten to be scared and even started to tell her friend about her birthday. “Hey, hey Krinnk, I
just …”Before she could finish, Balayria had grabbed her firmly but not roughly and placed a
large hand over her mouth. “Shhh child. They will hear us.”But the damage was already done.
The men outside heard the sound inside and realized that their prey was so very close had
begun in earnest to work on the door. Suddenly, a small pink yet transparent hand appeared on
the inside of the room. Everyone was caught off guard by it, and Sara couldn’t help but think that
it was rather pretty. Then, that same hand began to pry open the wooden bar. That was enough



to get Krinnk to launch a rock at it from his sling. His aim was dead on, and the small hand
disappeared with a pop like when a balloon gets sat on, audible but muffled. The elf and monk
looked at each with concern on their faces even as Krinnk loaded another rock into his sling. By
the time the leather pouch was spinning around again, two hands had appeared, one pink and
the other a faint misty gray. This time with two hands working, the bar was almost up and away
before another rock slammed into the gray hand, dispelling it. “We have to assume that aid won’t
arrive before they open the door,” Balayria whispered. “Let me throw the glitterdust at them first,
Krinnk will hit the first one through the door with his sling, and then you attack whoever seems
most threatening. The warding won’t affect either of you, and hopefully, it will catch anyone that
survived our first attacks.”“How many can your sepia ward capture?” the elven monk asked. Sara
heard them speaking, and it broke her out of her wandering thoughts about dates and birthdays.
She looked at the elf, and he seemed just as determined as Balayria and Krinnk. He really
wanted to protect her too, so it didn’t seem right to her to keep thinking of him as the elf.Sara had
met so many new people, and while she liked to always know everyone’s name, she couldn’t for
the life of her remember his. It was a feeling she didn’t like, something which happened to her all
the time. People calling her ‘sweetie’ or ‘cutie’ instead of remembering her name. That along with
the obligatory cheek pinch or head tousle were the bane of every child. With that in mind, she
tugged on his short robe-like top. It sort of reminded her of what they wore when she used to go
to taekwondo classes with her dad. The tug was just enough to turn the monk’s attention to Sara
and away from the door. “Sir? What is your …” Her question was never finished as the room
suddenly burst into a flurry of activity. Two translucent hands appeared and pulled the bar off too
fast for Krinnk to even react, and then the door’s lock turned allowing the door to swing
open. Three men in black leather all burst through the door. In a passing moment, Sara realized
that they all looked exactly identical. A cloud of glitterdust filled the air as Balayria reacted first.
Each of the men simultaneously raised hand to face as though to wipe the magic powder from
their eyes. A second later, Krinnk’s sling issued forth its rock which struck right into the head of
the leftmost man.Then the monk activated his Dragon Fist attack and surged forward with a roar
that was a pale imitation of Master Daichi’s technique. Still, it was enough for him to surge across
the room and slam into the man in the center. Or rather, he ran not into but through him and into
the wall with sufficient enough force to shatter the support timber inside the wall. It caused the
entire wall to collapse and the ceiling of the room to sag toward the broken support. The men
who had been hit both disappeared leaving only the one man on the right desperately splashing
water from a skin into his eyes. The moment he looked up a loud hissing sound filled the room.
Everyone felt the sound as much as they heard it, and it awoke a primal fear of the cold-blooded
serpent.A green and silver snake of massive proportions struck forth from the wall and locked
onto the still blinded assassin. The snake’s maw was large enough to entirely encompass the
man as the magic of the ward settled onto him. The apparition of the snake disappeared even as
the man struggled against the magic, ultimately losing to it with his muscles locked up and his
body completely immobilized. Balayria released a sigh of relief as the enemy was paralyzed



before a different human walked into the room dressed in the same black leather armor and
wielding a short sword with an eighteen-inch blade in his right hand and a curved twelve-inch
dagger in his other. It was a tossup as to which was more chilling–the assassin's soft chuckling
or brilliant green liquid literally dripping off of his dagger.Chapter Two“At boarding schools of
every description, the relaxation of the junior boys is mischief; and of the senior, vice.” — Mary
WollstonecraftKonig- Albian Capital City - Present Day, Flashback to the Arrival at the Royal
Academy – Jackson NelsonFar to the east in the capital city of Albia, Sara’s brother Jackson
was waiting in the pavilion just inside the gates of the royal academy. He was waiting for a ride
home, something he had been accustomed to back on earth. Everyone in their family had a
designated role. At least that was the way that he saw it. Dad made the money. Maybe it was
outdated, but that was just the way it was. He admired his dad for working hard but sometimes
would have preferred to have fewer things and more time with his father. Mom worked too but
mostly she said she did it to pay for their hobbies and stuff. On top of all that, she was always
busy at some church or charity event. It wasn’t that his parents neglected him. They always
talked to him in the evening, and dad tried to make it to his ball games. Mom would invite him to
help her with her projects. He had even sorta grown to like gardening because it was something
that he did with her.Jackson always felt like he had to find ways to stand out. Mira got attention
because she was the rebellious child. She was always arguing with mom, and he heard his
parents talking many nights about how to handle his older sister. As for Sara, well, she was their
perfect little angel. She could do no wrong. He and Mira got in trouble more often for not
watching out for her than for most anything else. Yet despite that, he still loved his little sister. He
was annoyed with her at times, but even at thirteen, he was wise enough to realize that he
actually did care about her. Jackson really loved all his family. In fact, coming to Eloria had been
something of a dream for him. He thought that they would get to go on all kinds of grand
adventures together. It didn’t turn out like that though. Starting out at level zero made him
handicapped. It was something that he felt every moment, every time one of them got hurt
fighting to protect the family. Then when the opportunity to go to the Royal Academy had come
up, he thought it was a mixed blessing. Jackson was enough of his father’s son to place a great
deal of value on duty. He would miss being with his family, but it was a way that he could
contribute. Besides, he thought maybe he would learn and grow stronger, strong enough to
stand next to dad and mom and Mira. Of course, nothing could have prepared him for the reality
of what life at the Royal Academy would be like. He had spent the past few months here as a
student, and that time had been anything but pleasant. As a level zero, he didn’t have the
strength or speed or even intelligence to keep up with most of his classmates. He wasn’t the only
level zero, but there was only one other, and Gianna was a foreigner. Besides that, her status as
a royal princess of Miromar and her own uniquely odd personality kept her isolated from the rest
of the students, even Jackson who had tried to reach out to her. Albian, patriarchal society, and
overly defined gender roles protected her from much of the abuse that Jackson received as a
both a level zero and the son of “that upstart nobody who the king made a noble.” Where



Jackson ended up with broken bones, collapsed lungs, and more bruises than he could count,
Gianna only got called names and generally shunned. He remembered the day he was dropped
off at the academy. He had been riding into Konig with the knights of Shanelle. The trip cross-
country had been sorta fun. They all taught him various camping things like how to set snares,
build a campfire, and so on. He had grown closest to Sir Kade Melcheht. He was the youngest of
the knights and less inclined than the others to treat Jackson as the son of the Chosen and more
like a boy who wanted to learn. As they rode over a hill and Konig first came into sight, Kade
said, “Have you ever seen anything so glorious as the jewel of Albia?”Jackson looked on. “Well it
is the biggest city I have seen in Albia.”“What’s that supposed to mean lad? Albia is a massive
city with some of the most splendid public works. King Bornstein and both the church of
Shanelle and Mispat have spent tremendous resources to make this the first city amongst all
human cities.”“I didn’t mean to say anything. It really is a pretty big city. When I came here before,
I only got to see inside the palace and a few streets outside the palace. It's kinda pretty from
outside, looking down on it. I like the way the sea is sparkling in the background,” Jackson
replied, trying not to offend the knight.“Pretty big? Pretty big? There are over half a million souls
under Shanelle’s gaze inside Konig at any given time. Oh and I had forgotten that you were
teleported into the capital the first time.” Kade sounded simply flabbergasted that Jackson
wasn’t in awe of the city but didn’t say anymore. There was a line of people outside the city with
bags, carts, and even wagons extending probably a quarter mile from the gate. Jackson asked,
“What are all those people waiting for?”“We timed our arrival so that we would be here near the
time the gates open. Those are people waiting to be admitted to the city,” Kade answered as
though it was the most obvious thing.“Why do they have to wait outside the city?”Kade stared at
him and didn’t seem to know what to say, “Well um … they are commoners traveling to the city
either to buy things or sell things. They have to be checked out before they can enter the
capital.”“Won’t that take hours though?” Jackson asked.“I suppose so. I never considered it too
much before. But why does it matter?”Jackson scratched his head. “Well, I suppose it doesn’t. I
guess I just report to the school when I report to the school.”“Oh no silly boy, we don’t have to
wait in that line,” Kade responded.“Huh, why? Is it because we are a group from the
church?” “Well that too, I suppose. Church contingents are allowed through on an expedited
basis, but that isn’t why we get to go to the front of the line.”“Why then?”“Because of you of
course, Master Nelson,” Kade said as though it were the most obvious thing in the world.“Me,
oh? Students get to enter first?” Jackson asked puzzled. That didn’t make sense to him. Back
home students were usually last.All around him the other soldiers and knights were chuckling
discreetly. Clearly he was missing out on some joke. Kade even started to look like he felt guilty
for embarrassing Jackson. “No, it's because you are a noble, the son and heir of a
baron.”Jackson clammed up then. He didn’t trust himself to point out how wrong such a way of
thinking was. On the one hand, he was his parents’ son and had no interest in a rigid social
hierarchy, but on the other hand, they had both cautioned him to try and fit in and keep his
different, more earth-centric views to himself.Awkward silence followed, and the group rode up



straight to the head of the line. Jackson could hear the grumbling coming from different people in
line, but they all stopped short of drawing attention to themselves. It was only a short horse ride
from there till they reached a building within sight of the palace. It was walled off from the
surrounding areas but looked like it abutted up against the wall around the palace. The gate that
they rode up to was made of an ornate silver metal and shaped to appear like various birds in
flight while still forming a solid gate. As they rode up, the gates opened and Jackson saw four
rows of people waiting. Off to the side was a group of a dozen soldiers and twice as many
women who looked to be cooks or maids or something like that. Directly in front of him was a
group of five men and one woman standing very rigidly and waiting for their horses to stop.
Finally, ten feet behind these six people were two rows with twenty students each. At least
Jackson guessed they were students because they all seemed between a couple years younger
to a couple years older than him. The horses stopped, and he dismounted like he had learned to
do during the cross-country trek. As soon as he was off, one of the men in the middle stepped
forward and bowed. “Greetings, Master Nelson. It is a great honor to welcome you to the royal
academy. My name is Headmaster Jarvis Talcum. I will oversee all of your time here at the Royal
Academy.”After that, he was introduced to Master Weber who teaches field lore, Master Meyer
who teaches battle craft, Master Jurgen who teaches history and politics, and Master Simons
who teaches general magic. Priestess Fischer, from the church of Karbanot, was introduced as
overseer of student health as well as first aid and Essence magic teacher to any who happen to
be so gifted. Captain Eihardt, the head of the guards that patrolled the school grounds and
ensured the safety of the nobles’ children, was introduced. Finally, Matron Lang was introduced
as the head of all the servants and would oversee his sleeping quarters, make sure his clothing
was tended to, and provide meals. Once the introductions were done, Sir Melechet announced
that he would be checking in every couple of days on Jackson and made a big deal of
announcing that his mother was a true Chosen of Shanelle, the first in more than a generation.
This led to some whispering among the students, which Master Meyer immediately quashed.
From there, the Headmaster escorted Jackson to his office. After being served tea, Jarvis began
to explain the basis rules of the school and its schedule. The number one rule being that noble
rank doesn’t matter here. They are all here as guests of the king and so are expected to obey
their instructors. They are not to lord over other students in their respective rank. Headmaster
Talcum seemed to have some trouble quantifying Jackson’s family’s rank. He started off by
pointing out how new they were to the nobility and without any significant holdings. Then he went
in the opposite direction and said that they were direct vassals to the king rather than to one of
the dukes and that the amount of land they possessed was massive if still raw and unworked. In
the end, he seemed to come to the conclusion that Jackson’s family was of middling importance
amongst the barons but of greater importance than any of the knights’ children, who he scoffed
at as barely being nobility. Before Jackson knew it, the interview was over and a boy maybe a
year or two younger than him showed up at the headmaster’s office knocking on the door. He
was introduced as Malten Schinhofen, the son of Sir Schinhofen, a royal knight. Malten was



going to be his roommate and show him around to the various parts of the academy. Inside the
room, Malten was all somber and rigid, but once they were out in the hallway he wouldn’t stop
talking.As they walked down the stone hallways, Jackson took in the scenery. Everywhere he
looked were luxurious tapestries and fine wooden furniture displaying various trophies. Of
course, it was a bit hard to see it all while trying to answer an incessant stream of questions from
Malten.“So you are from like the way north? Does that mean that you are like a barbarian? And
you’re half moon elf right? Did your dad have a moon elf mistress or something? Is it true that
moon elves worship the moon and run naked in the forest? Did you have to drink blood from the
heart of a beast? Do they really have dragons up in the northern mountains?”Not sure where to
start, Jackson tried to answer the questions in order, at least as much as he remembered. Of
course, he also wanted to cut this short. “I’m actually from far away. My family is new to the
kingdom. Not sure what you mean by a barbarian. My mom and dad have been married since
long before I was born, and yes, my mom is a moon elf, so I guess that makes me half
something.”Malten burst in, “Half something? What’s that mean?”“I just meant that I could be
considered half human just as easily as I could be considered half-elf.”The young boy stared at
Jackson like he didn’t understand the words that were coming out of his mouth, and then he
launched into a new line of questions. “So if your parents have been married a long time, does
that mean that your dad is really old, and um, is your mom older than your dad?”“No, dad is 40. I
guess that’s kinda old but I think my mom is a year younger than him.”“How could that be? I read
that moon elves live to be over three hundred years old. Wouldn’t she have to be a lot older than
your dad, or is she like gonna still be young when he dies?”Shocked by the thought he had
never considered before but wanting to move past this morbid subject, Jackson asked, “So what
are you going to show me first? I have no idea where we are going.”Malten looked around, “Oh
sorry, I was just wanting to know about you. Everyone has been talking all week about when you
were going to arrive. So anyway, um, do you want me to show you where we eat or where our
room is first? Yeah, you get to be my roommate. Cool, huh? Oh wait, or would you rather see the
social lounges where the students hang out? They don’t usually let first years, but you are so
much older than most of the first years. You are practically like a 4th year student.”Sighing,
Jackson said, “How about our room first, then the dining hall. Maybe after that you can show me
where the classes are held. I don’t want to get lost tomorrow, and it would be easier if I can relate
everything back to where my dorm room is.”“Dorm room? Never heard it called that before. Your
true nobility so you get one of the good suites. That’s part of why I’m so excited to be your
roommate. And if you ever get lost just ask one of the servants. That is what they are here for
after all.”Irked, Jackson said, “I don’t wanna have to rely on other people, and don’t the servants
already have enough to do?”Once again, Malten stared at him for a moment before bursting into
laughter. “You are so funny. I love it.”Jackson continued to answer an array of questions but
finally managed to get Malten to show him where their room was. The boy hadn’t been kidding. It
was a suite with two bedrooms each larger than his room back home on earth, a sitting area with
chairs, and a low table with padded benches the equivalent length of a couch. There was also a



bathroom and a closet nearly the size of his bedroom back home. He wondered what all he
would put into a closet that big since all the clothes he owned were on his back or in his
backpack but decided he best not bring that up unless he wanted to be laughed at again. After
placing his few possessions in the room and hiding most of his coin, Jackson told Malten that he
was ready to go see the rest of the academy campus. He stood by the door shifting his mace
from hand to hand as he waited for the younger boy. He was still trying to get the feel for it. The
weight was balanced differently than a baseball bat which was the only thing he really had to
compare it to.“Um, maybe you didn’t know this, but students are not allowed to carry weapons
on campus, well, except for in Master Meyer’s and maybe sometimes in Master Weber’s
classes,” Malten said. “Oh, I didn’t know that. Why not?” “Well, the academy and, thus by
extension, the king pledge the safety of all the students here. King Bornstein opened up the royal
academy to nobles from other nations, and it would cause quite a problem if some foreign kid
was killed.”Jackson nodded in understanding. “I guess that makes sense. So hey, before we go
out, can you answer a couple of questions for me?”“Duh, I have been saying I would answer your
questions,” Malten said, managing to infuse a fair amount of agitation into his words.Jackson
managed to bite back the retort he wanted to make about how he would have asked questions if
Malten ever shut up. “So what age students are allowed at the academy?”“Normally students
stay here from ten or eleven until they are fourteen or fifteen, but those who will become knights
generally stay for a fifth year.”“Sorry for so many questions, but why do only the knights stay here
for the 5th year?” Jackson asked.“It isn’t always only the knights … it is just that knights are
considered the lowest rung of nobility. My father, for example, owns our home and a handful of
farms around it from which he draws rents. But your father is baron over more than 2,000 square
miles if my math is correct. Knights may be nobles, but they are still expected to fight and lead
the common soldiers. So most knights stay here for a fifth year to get more specialized training in
group tactics before they are assigned to a ten-year stint in the army. The sons of the border
barons almost always stay for the fifth year, but they aren’t obligated to the king to serve ten
years in the army.”Jackson listened intently, but at some point, he started to wonder how long
Malten could talk without stopping for a breath. “Is it only sons that come here?”Malten’s face got
red, and his voice became hushed as though he was going to say something scandalous. “Well
of course the Albian families only send their sons, but Miromar sent their princess and another
nobleman’s daughter here to the academy. I don’t know why the king allowed it, but who could
imagine that girls would need to learn what we learn here?”Completely confused now, Jackson
said, “Uh, the squad of soldiers that helped my dad fight off the death knight had two women in
it, and the moon elves have women in their forces too.”“Well who can account for what heathens
… um, I mean I don’t know much about the moon elves. But are you sure they were women
soldiers and not magic users in the king’s squad?”Jackson thought back remembering the two
women who had been in the squad. Olga was a wizard of some kind and hit it off bigtime with
Mira, so maybe he was right. Then he thought about Leyna. First he had to calm himself,
something about her made him feel all light headed. He couldn’t help but remember how hot she



was and the way she moved and her leather pants just … but no. She was like twenty or
something and way out of his league. “One of them was a wizard I think, but the other one didn’t
seem to use magic. She was always flashing around her daggers when she wasn’t flirting with
the guys.”“Don’t you know anything? She must have been a spy of some kind,” Malten said with
a laugh. “Like spying on us?”“No, I mean that not every mission is all about fighting. If it was a
Purple and Gold squad then they often have female spies on them to go places that men can’t
go.”Jackson thought about it for a moment, remembering how Leyna carried herself and the way
she interacted with everyone. He supposed that Malten could be right, but something from his
upbringing just wouldn’t allow him to think that it was okay for women to be excluded from the
academy. “Okay maybe you are right about them, but don’t women need to learn the same
things that men do if they are going to rule as nobles?”Scoffing, Malten said, “My papa says that
the only place a woman rules from is her back.”“What? That’s no way to talk about a woman. If
my mother heard you say that, she’d tan your backside.”At that point, the discussion started to
degrade into a squabble. Till Jackson finally said, “Fine, whatever. So what about the girls from
foreign countries?”“Why are you so interested in the girls? I mean I guess Gianna is pretty, but
she is a royal princess. She will probably be married off to some duke or some such to bind a
noble house to the throne in Miromar.”“Where I come from, both girls and boys attended school
together, so I just want to know about all of my classmates. I don’t even know where Miromar is
anyway,” Jackson said.“It’s a country to the south down by the Sun Elves. Things are pretty good
between Albia and Miromar because we don’t share a border with them the same way that we
do with Faelora, but enough about geography. If you want to get to know the rest of the students,
you should come to the lounge with me,” Malten said with a hopeful tone.“Fine, but first you have
to show me around the rest of the school,” Jackson said and Malten’s grin disappeared ‘till
Jackson added, “Then I’ll go to the lounge with you.”A little more than an hour later, Jackson had
a rough idea of how to get to all of his classes as well as the teacher’s offices, the guard shack,
the dining hall, infirmary, and the three chapels. Apparently, as a first-year student, he would be
expected to do everything on campus including buying his own supplies from the commissary.
He would only be allowed to leave the academy grounds on certain holidays, the first of which
wasn’t for almost two months. When they finally arrived at the lounge, Malten was exceptionally
excited to introduce Jackson to the other students. Little did Jackson know, that the next few
minutes would have a great impact upon his life. As they walked into the lounge, there were a
number of the couches and chairs as well as a table with fruits and pastries on it. Around a low
table between the seating was a group of six boys. They were playing some game with cards
and dice. Malten called out, “Hey guys!” His exuberance was obvious, but only a couple of the
other boys looked up at him. That was until one of them noticed Jackson. One asked, “So who’s
that with you, Malten? Is it the new pretender?”Malten’s face went ashen, but he clammed up as
all the rest of the eyes in the room fell upon the two of them.The biggest of them stood up. “It
must be the little elfling who is pretending to be a noble of the kingdom.”“I don’t know what your
problem is with me, but my name is Jackson Nelson.”Again the tall boy said, “Like I care what a



half-breed’s name is. My name is Michael, not that you are really worth hearing it. You are
dirty.”Jackson was using all of his strength to restrain himself. “What have I possibly done to
upset you so much?”“Your very existence is an affront to the purity of our nation. We are a
superior people, and yet you are tainted by heathen Moon Elf blood. What happened–did your
father forget to take precautions when he was having fun with his pet moon elf, or was he a fool
who fell for her dark seductions?”Jackson wanted to scream. He wanted to punch Michael even
though he was so much bigger. Yet his father’s instructions echoed in Jackson’s mind. He
couldn’t control what another person said, but he could control how he let it make him feel. Still,
as he left he couldn’t help but mutter, “Keep your bigoted views to yourself.” Curses and taunts
followed him, and he ignored them all. Jackson thought back to that night weeks ago when he
first learned how difficult his mixed heritage was going to be for some to accept. His experience
in Eris’ Rise with the reluctant acceptance of the villagers had given him a false expectation of
what life in Eloria would be like. Yet for all of the beatings he had been taking and for all the
racism which had been directed at him, Jackson didn’t want to leave the academy. It was still the
best place for him to learn skills and make connections. His primary hope was that when he
returned home to his parents he could convince his father to help level him up. He didn’t dare let
slip the kind of treatment that he had been receiving because no deal with the king would
prevent his mother from hiding him away. The pain and isolation of having only one real friend
taught Jackson a lot. He didn’t need or even want these people to be his friends, but he also
didn’t want them to determine the fate of the world that he lived in. His mother had lectured for
years about social justice, and now he was finally understanding it at thirteen years old. Well
actually, fourteen here.His birthday had been less than two weeks before they arrived in Eloria,
but in his classes here, he had learned that the calendar worked differently in Eloria, or at least in
Albia. They still had seven days in the week but only fifty weeks a year so that each year was
exactly three hundred and fifty days long. That meant that he was just over fourteen years old
here and less than a year away from adulthood. Jackson didn’t know if he would be able to learn
everything that the academy and its instructors had to teach him in the year he had left or if they
would allow him to stay on after fifteen because of his late start. Still, it was something he hoped
for especially if he could level up a bit and not be such an easy target. Most of the other students
were around level nine. It became much harder and more dangerous to power level a child past
Tier 1, but there were at least half a dozen students who had managed to do so. Jackson had
also learned that not everyone was able to level up past Tier 1 and that very few of those who
did were able to reach Tier 3. It didn’t seem like a fair game system, and he wondered what his
dad thought about it. The time at the academy had taught him that Eloria was not just a world of
conflict but of inequality–inequality enforced with iron might. “Jackson …” He was startled to hear
his only true friend at the academy, Tabor Eikhorn, the son and heir to one of the so called
border barons in the west. “Umm yeah, what?” He answered as he tried to sort out what he had
missed.“I swear to Mishpat that you have your head in the sky sometimes. Does everyone from
wherever you come from daydream all the time? I would have thought by now that Michael and



Silas would have taught you it isn’t safe to let your mind wander.” Jackson knew that Tabor’s
stern tone was only partially genuine and partially in jest, but still a shadow passed across his
face at hearing his friend mention two of his three chief tormentors. “Well, uh, yeah sorta. People
are always walking around looking at their phones and DM’ing people or posting memes. Most
people aren’t very good at what my mom calls ‘being present.’” Jackson replied, knowing full well
that half of what he said would just be gibberish to his friend.“There you go again with your made
up words. If you would die of thirst next to an open well, I would have half a mind just to leave you
alone.” Tabor ramped up his teasing.“But, if you didn’t have me along with you then who could
you play nursemaid too?” Jackson asked in retort.“Very true. I guess I shall have to keep you
around to bask in the glory of my victories. Don’t worry, if you don’t graduate from the academy,
my father always needs good stable hands.” The shared jest between them was one they had
repeated many times but which the two friends never seemed to tire of.The two boys both stood
up at attention as they had been taught when they heard a voice behind them saying, “If you are
quite done, it is time for us to be leaving.”Walking around them was the source of that voice, the
royal mage Gunidar. Both the boys knew him from their time at court but also from the few
sessions they had in his Aspects of Magic class. Neither Jackson nor Tabor were overly
interested in being wizards but knew enough to be respectful of the powerful man. One of the
things that Jackson had developed was a sense of how strong any individual was in relationship
to him. It was hardly precise, but it seemed as if he had a bit of a knack for it as he was able to
pick out the truly powerful individuals. “Why the king is allowing the use of limited resources just
to send you on Erntedankfest vacation baffles me,” Gunidar mumbled under his breath. The boys
looked at one another but didn’t know what to say. Not that it mattered because at that moment a
woman they had never seen came walking up behind them. As is the way of teenage boys, both
of them struggled to keep their mouths shut as they looked at the newcomer. Her robes bore the
marking of the church of Shanelle, and while they covered her from collar to ankle, they were
somehow cut to show off every curve of her figure. She was the perfect Albian woman, trim in
the middle with curved breasts and hips and the robes cinched just right to accentuate her
shape. Atop the robe her face was framed perfectly with high cheekbones, full lips, and covered
with deep red hair that offset her green eyes. Equally clichéd was the fact that she had very little
awareness of the impact she had on all the boys and men around her. She was seductive just by
breathing and enjoyed the attention without meaning to turn on the men around her or
understand the nuances. She was naive in many ways as she mostly focused on her work for the
church but not so naive to not make use of the effect from time to time. “You know exactly why
this is happening. It is the will of Shanelle, and the bishop paid the king a handsome amount in
order to take the son of the chosen to her side and return him here when school begins again.”
Her voice was a bit high-pitched as she answered and seemed to grate on Gunidar, but if either
of the boys noticed, their rapt attention didn’t waiver.“Yes well be that as it may, I am not a
teamster used to hauling goods from one point to another.” Gunidar’s irritation came through
clearly in his voice.“We can all only be but what the Mother of Redemption allows us to be,”



replied the priestess with the certainty of a blindly devoted religious person voicing their
platitudes. “If there is nothing further, then you and the boy need to come stand by me. Tabor,
you had best step back so that you aren’t caught up in the spell.” Gunidar pushed past his
irritation and was all business.The two boys shook hands and gave nods of reassurance without
saying anything. Then Jackson broke away from his friend and went to stand next to the mage
who was unfurling an ornate and ancient scroll. “Not so fast.” All eyes turned to see where the
commanding voice came from, but Tabor had already recognized the voice as the same one that
had called him out for mischief far too many times as a young boy.“Father, what are you doing
here?” he asked with genuine surprise.“Well once you told me a bit about your friend’s
predicament here at the academy and a little about his father, I thought it might be time for the
general of the western armies to meet the general of the northern armies.” Steffen Eikhorn’s
voice was as serious as his military garb–not the traditional pomp of nobles but practical gear for
a practical man. Behind him were two large soldiers. While Baron Eikhorn could take care of
himself, every man had to sleep, and no man had eyes in the back of his head. “Just wait one
moment. I was instructed by the king to take Master Murkwood and Priestess Gabriella to Eris’
Rise and then to return them back in nine days’ time. The king’s command said nothing about
you Baron Eikhorn.” Gunidar was once again agitated by the sudden appearance.“Correct me if I
am wrong, but those teleport scrolls can transport six people including you, the caster?” Steffen
said only pausing briefly to see if the mage would try to contradict him. “So that means that there
are still three spots left.”“You will have to pay for the service as …” Gunidar was cut off by Baron
Eikhorn. “Not going to happen so don’t bother asking. If what I suspect is true, then you will be
doing your king a great service by taking me to the north.”Shaking his head, the royal mage
could only acquiesce. “Very well then. I need you and your guards to gather next to the three of
us. The same still applies to Tabor; he should stay back.”“But father, if you are going then why
can’t I?” Tabor asked eagerly. “You are always saying it is important for me to build connections
with the other noble families.”“Don’t try to manipulate me with my own words. Save that for your
mother.” The general looked off as if deep in thought before coming to a decision. “Very well. You
can come, but understand that if the situation becomes dangerous, I will send you back with
Gunidar, and you are not to argue with me.”“Yes father,” Tabor replied with a grin he could barely
control. An adventure in the north would be better than spending Erntedankfest in Konig without
his father. The general turned to one of his guards and ordered the man to return to their manor
in the city and report the change in plans. Then he, Tabor, and his bodyguard, the mountain of a
man named Gusfen, moved to where the other three stood. The mage was already chanting the
words from the scroll as he focused his thoughts upon the only place in Eris’ Rise he had been
before: the town square.Chapter ThreeSome embark upon the quest for power because of
selfish desires wanting to aclaim wealth, comfort, and ability to control the lives of others. Others
seek it for more noble reasons: to protect their friends, family, nation, or even just an ideal. Oddly,
there is little difference between the paths and all too often little difference in the results. — From
the church sanctioned biography of Eris, servant of Shanelle. Murkwood Zone/Dungeon Tomb of



David Nelson - Emily Nelson/Mira NelsonEmily rode out of Eris’ Rise with Mira and the other four
members of their party before the first sun rose. Being the Lady of the district entitled her to take
the five horses they owned. Rak’kar couldn’t ride one, but that didn’t seem to matter. He was
able to keep up with the horses trotting on their way to the edge of the forest. Once they reached
the forest, they had to move slower to keep from having one of the horses break a leg. As they
got close, Emily pulled up the district interface and looked at the dungeon to see if there was any
more information than she remembered. Dungeon: Tomb of David NelsonTier:
unknownExploration: 1That was odd. She hadn’t really paid any attention to the dungeon before,
but she could have sworn when the interface first appeared that it said the dungeon had been
explored 2%. Hmm, so either her memory was wrong, or the dungeon had grown. She chose to
assume the former, but it still didn’t sit well with her because she was so sure about the first
reading of it. No matter how she looked at the interface, it didn’t provide any additional
information. Deciding that they were as ready as they could be going into combat with the
unknowns of Rak’kar and Tradon, they stepped through the threshold with only a three second
count between each other. To her relief, Emily noted that Tradon was in a polished breastplate
with the unique tree symbol that had become their banner emblazoned on its front rather than
the red vest he had been wearing. Inside the dungeon was much the same as Mira remembered.
The dark tunnel was poorly lit by a strange ambient light. There were no guards, no standing dog
men waiting to jump them this time. Instead, it seemed quiet. A quiet which seemed to give
credence to the dungeon’s name. The tunnel was only about ten feet wide and eight feet high.
Mira wondered if that would affect the minotaur, but he seemed to move with a hunched forward
posture anyway, so while his horns came close to the ceiling, they didn’t actually touch. Mira and
the rest of the party watched as Daichi’s back faded into the murky blackness where the ambient
light was no longer strong enough to illuminate him. So they all settled in to wait. This was
definitely her least favorite part about dungeon dives in her vast experience. She chuckled at the
sarcasm that ran through her own thoughts. Making fun of herself but wanting to be more
productive, she turned her mind towards the projects she had been working on for the past few
days. She thought about a variety of things but mostly imagined flirting with any of the guys who
she thought were under twenty-five. It wasn’t that she really wanted a boyfriend at this stage, let
alone someone looking for a wife. Rather, it was just that now she felt confident enough to
appreciate the attention and objective enough to realize that she was smoking hot, and that
wasn’t just her fire spells. Each morning started out with some simple martial arts training.
Sometimes with Daichi, but more often it seemed to be one of his student monks who would
train her. That was just as well with her because while she liked Daichi, he was more like a
grandfather to her and not a guy she wanted to be wrestling around with. After martial arts
training, she would attend to her Master Hiroto Niuchi. He was very formal and old, neither of
which she cared for, and insisted that she always call him Master.There was no denying that he
was incredibly skillful in the enchanting that he taught her. He would heap equal amounts of
praise and criticism on her and was never incorrect in his assessments. She had, however,



already learned the basics of enchanting, and once she had some more character points to
spare, she would try to raise that skill. She had not as of yet had any skill ups from simple
practice, but Hiroto assured her that was something that really only came with breakthroughs
and not from simple practice. Speaking of breakthroughs, she usually spent most of her time on
various projects that she thought her dad would be proud of when he got back. Mostly she had
been looking at the amber substance left over when the tree sappers were burnt. From what she
had been able to discern, the substance conducted or stored mana exceptionally well. She
really wasn’t sure what they would create with it as the material was quite pliable, but she
wanted to learn as much as she could about it before dad got home. In the late afternoons, she
made time for Sara. Her mother guilted her into trying to be a better big sister. Objectively
though, she knew that it was in her best interest for Sara to learn to be self-sufficient. The
frustrating thing was that despite the fact that Sara was level sixteen, she wasn’t able to access
her character sheet or learn anything that Mira tried to teach her. The magical bond between
Sara and Krinnk and the oversized bunny, Snowball, was interesting though. She thought that by
studying the bond, she might learn how to enhance her summoning and charm spells. At the
end of each day, she spent time learning at least one spell out of the book they had gotten as
treasure. It killed her that she still couldn’t learn any of the Tier 3 spells, but she learned a Tier 1
spell on each of the two nights they spent traveling back to Eris’ Rise. First she learned Invisible
Housekeep–because what teenager wants to clean up after themselves? Then she learned
Minor Forgetfulness because she thought it would come in handy. Invisible Housekeep:
Summons a minor air elemental which will perform basic household tasks for you. No combat
capabilities and not best for use with breakable items.Duration: 1 hourMana: 50Cooldown: 3
hours Minor Forgetfulness: causes a single target to forget the last 15 minutes + 2 minutes/
level. Successful resistance means that the target only forgets that you cast a spell on them.
Unless the spell is resisted, the target will be confused but not suspect any type of magical foul
play.Mana: 30Cooldown: 15 minutesRange: touch Once she was back in Eris’ Rise, she felt
safer taking more time to learn a new spell and so had learned three of the Tier 2 spells. In fact,
they were the only three that she hadn’t learned yet and were of a school that she possessed.
The downside to learning the spells was that it erased them from the book, but she didn’t know
of any way as of yet to eliminate that function. At least if she could learn how to scribe spells into
a book someday, she would be assured of making a very fine living. Wind Whip: Creates a
condensed stream of air which can be used as a whip. Lashing with it causes 5+5-10 damage.
Range of the lash is fifteen feet. It can also be used to entangle and requires a Strength of
greater than 30 to break. Entangling is a declared attack against which the opponent may
attempt to avoid using an Agility based resist. If successful the target will be bound as though
with a rope for 1 minute. The level of strength used against the whip will lessen the
duration.Duration: 1 minute +1 minute/levelMana: 50Cooldown: 30 minutes Lesser Gauge
Defenses: Targets a single creature and provides the same information as Assess Enemy but
also provides specific information about the targets physical and magical defense.Mana:



15Cooldown: 1 minuteRange: sight Lesser Shield Breaker: Blasts out a wedge shaped blast of
magical force which is entirely incapable of harming any living, undead, or constructed being.
However against mundane or magical shields it is devastating. It causes 200+100-300 damage
to any spell shield and has a 70%+1%/level base chance of destroying any non-magical shield.
The chance is dropped by 25% if the shield is magical in nature.Mana: 45Cooldown: 3
minutesRange: 50’+2’/lvl Mira felt like she was starting to have enough spells to have a tool to
help in any situation. She just needed to get Abjuration and Shaping Magic, and then she would
have them all. There were just so many things to spend her character points on. A screeching
sound, like metal on metal, followed by a muffled cry of pain drew Mira and everyone else’s
attention back to the present and down the hallway. Sir Jaselm immediately called for everyone
to form up and start moving toward the sound together. If Daichi got in over his head, it would
likely take everyone else to save him. To his credit, the human paladin never even considered
leaving the monk to his fate, not that Emily would have allowed him to. Jaselm’s shield began to
glow as he moved down the hallway. He ordered Tradon to come next followed by Mira, then
Emily, and finally, Rak’kar as the rear guard.He gave express orders that if anything happened to
him, Tradon the minotaur was only to worry about carrying the two women out as quickly as
possible. Mira didn’t think that the minotaur cared too much about what Jaselm was saying but
did think that the brute would probably protect them if Emily was in too much danger. Since the
oath she made him take required him to protect her family, she expected she would be scooped
up if that was the way things went. They moved down the hall in a staggered formation with one
on the left and one on the right and about six feet between the front and back. They were close
enough to keep a good visual in the dim light but far enough back to be able to swing a weapon.
Mira suddenly had an idea and called out for everyone to stop.She cast her Blending
Camouflage spell on all of them but Jaselm. The spell made them much harder to see but not
truly invisible and would be somewhat nullified if they moved too fast. It cost her 100 mana, but
she hoped it would give them an element of surprise. She couldn’t cast it on Jaselm because his
glowing shield would negate it, and since it was one spell with multiple targets, it would negate it
for all of them. They moved as quickly as they could while being quiet. Down the hallway there
were doorways on either side, but they were all closed, and none showed any signs of having
been recently opened. Time seemed to move like a snail because it took forever to move a
couple hundred feet at a crawling pace. Mira formed beads of sweat from worrying about all of
them, especially Daichi, and the strain of being quiet manifested in beads of sweat running down
her forehead. Her senses all seemed so much sharper. She could make out the musky scent of
the minotaur behind her. Then she froze almost so abruptly that her mother bumped into
her.“What’s wrong?” Emily whispered to her.“The airflow is all wrong. It's like there is a wind
pushing air into the cave, even though it's sealed from the outside.”“How do you know?”“I can
smell Rak’kar even though he is behind me.” Emily tilted her head and sniffed deeply before
wrinkling her nose. “Oh I see what you mean. Good catch. I didn’t notice that before. We need to
stop Jaselm and figure out what to do.”The two women looked forward, but it was too late. The



tunnel had already opened into a circular room, and a number of torches burst to light all at
once, ruining their night vision. Now visible in the greater light was Daichi pinned to the wall by a
metal wrack. It looked like it had fallen from hinges on the ceiling and trapped the monk. What
made it worse was that it had spikes sticking out of it, and one of them was buried in the elf’s left
shoulder. From the look of things, he had been trying to get free but to no avail judging from the
bloody cuts upon his hands.“Run!” Daichi croaked out through gritted teeth. In the room were
four two-legged versions of drey hounds, one of which held a staff like the one Mira was holding.
The other three all had chainmail armor on and carried swords in each of their clawed hands. It
didn’t end there though, or Mira wouldn’t have been worried. Behind them but still partially visible
were what looked like two-legged boars, bears, and lynxes all bearing various weapons and
some with partial armor on. A cacophony of bestial growls burst forth from most of the mouths
while the staff-carrying drey hound cried out, “Vengeance my brothers!” when his eyes briefly
locked with hers.Jaselm shouted, “Tradon, free Daichi! Mira and Emily, support me with spells.
Rak’kar, protect the rear.”Then the paladin took another step forward to enter the room as the
knight rushed past him towards the trapped monk. Emily used her wand to shoot a small,
brightly burning orange ball over Jaselm’s shoulder which exploded at the feet of the surging
pack of assorted beast-men at the back of the room. A wash of flames went everywhere.Even
the drey hounds were knocked flat except for the caster, whose magical shield flared briefly but
absorbed any harmful heat or kinetic energy. Mira had never been more jealous that her mom
got the wand of fireballs as when she saw the damage notifications pop up by the dozen from
the AoE spell’s impact on the tightly clustered monster men.She decided now wasn’t the time for
her jealousy and released three spells in rapid succession. First, she cast a charm spell from her
staff aimed at the largest of the drey hound warriors lying flat on the ground. Then, she followed
with the only tier 3 spell she had in her ring of spell storing, which was placed there by her father
before he left. The Thunder Arc spell hit another of the drey hounds in armor on the ground. It
shattered his head with its tremendous energy since there was nowhere else for the kinetic force
to go, splattering brain matter everywhere.Her final spell was a quickened Lesser Shield
Breaker. She had only learned the spell the night before, but there was no better time to use it.
The bluish, flat, triangular blade of force shot off her hand and burst the bubble of magical shield
around the drey hound caster with a satisfying pop. At the same time, she heard another shout
like a thut-thut as Jaselm, who had stumbled from the blowback of the fireball, placed his foot on
an inconspicuous stone in the dungeon floor and was hit by two darts flying through the air.
Another four were either blocked by the blind reflexive swing of his shield or failed to penetrate
his armor. The two that did hit him, however, had some sort of drug on them which caused him to
stumble again. Mira’s mind quickly processed that Jaselm’s high-class poison resistance would
probably soon fight off the effects of whatever toxin was on the darts. The question was, could
they last long enough for that to happen? Her mom had already shot her biggest attack with the
fireball, and it’s cooldown meant it wouldn’t be available again anytime soon enough. Tradon was
busy trying to free Daichi. No sooner had she thought that than the knight reached the spot right



in front of the trapped monk. She saw him step onto another one of those sinking stones. This
time though, there was no whistling dart flying through the air at him. Instead, a circular blade
leapt out from the wall clearly intended to cut down anything trying to free the metal rack trap.
The blade must have been enchanted for it was so sharp and moved with such force that it
zoomed from the left side to the right side cutting poor Tradon in half. The knight was dead
before his body even recognized it. The final air in his lungs served to form the confused cry,
“What …?”She expected that she still had her charmed drey hound warrior though she became
terrified when the drey hound failed to respond to her commands. She looked at the notifications
she had minimized and found the relevant one; a cold chill ran through her. Tier 3 creatures are
immune to Tier 1 charm spells. God above, help her. They were so … what was it her dad used
to say when he didn’t think the kids were listening? Oh yeah, ‘FUBAR’D.’ Her powerful mind was
making all these observations in nano-seconds, and it was then that she noticed she was back
to back with Rak’kar, and he was facing another half dozen drey hounds with swords. The
minotaur showed no fear as he moved forward, but then his hoof hit yet another of those floor
traps.Suddenly, the floor gave out beneath her and rapidly descended fifteen feet. Thankfully,
she found herself not in a pit trap with sharpened stakes, but on the lower end of a ramp facing
the minotaur. The sudden shift caused the bullman to fall backwards from the top of the ramp
and roll towards where she and her mother were collapsed. Thinking about how his massive
weight could kill them, Mira called upon her ring of spell storing to trigger another spell that her
father had stored. It was the first of two copies of Lesser Repulsion, and the forceful push it
made against the minotaur was enough to slow his rolling momentum and allowed him to bring
himself under control. Things were not looking good though. Three of their allies were down or
dead, and the three of them were stuck in this trap with the spell caster drey hound standing
above them. “Ha! So I see the enemy did not have the courage to return here. Instead he sends
his whelp and hmmm ah yes, his mate to us. Well he shall pay and your flesh shall be the
tapestry of our revenge.” The creature’s growling, spit flinging form of speech would have
normally elicited a sarcastic retort from Mira. In this situation, she wasn’t sure if it was better to
be impaled upon spikes at the bottom of the pit. At least that would have been fast, and stakes
have more mercy than she could see in the eyes of the drey hounds.Chapter FourThe struggles
between the races were only exacerbated by the exile. Instead of drawing them together against
a common foe, diplomacy settled into dragon eats dragon situations and trust was soon the
rarest of commodities. — Settling Talos: The Early Days by Ying Yue official historian of the Sun
Throne. Chenhou Forest – David NelsonThe haze of battle fled, and exhaustion set into Dave’s
bones. It was the kind of exhaustion that hits your soul as well as your body. After all the mana he
had used and the tension he had felt, it didn’t surprise him. He kept telling himself that this is
where heroes are made–not in just slaying the monster, but in helping to pick up the pieces back
home. At least that was what his and Emily’s marriage counselor back home had asserted, after
pegging Dave as what he called a workaholic with Peter Pan Syndrome. Dave never had really
liked that guy. Shaking his head as though that would force the exhaustion away and choosing to



ignore the numerous notifications he had received, Dave first looked at his companions. Both the
ranger and druid were worse for wear but smiling. It is easy to smile, even in pain, when you are
the one left alive and your foe is laying at your feet. Dave couldn’t help but wonder how many
people on Earth would be capable of smiling with the sort of injuries these two sported. “Are you
both okay?” he asked.“Yes, Consort, we are okay. I must say that you fared better than I
anticipated to hardly have a scratch on you after all of that.” Fumihiro’s response was very rigid,
almost like he was responding more for the benefit of those around them rather than to answer
Dave’s question. “Bah, what he means to say is, that was awesome! Six ogres by yourself. One
of the darndest things I ever saw. Don’t know what that cloud you cast or that armor you were
wearing was, but they must be hella great spells.” Then it must have suddenly occurred to the
captain that he was speaking to not only a nobleman but technically a superior officer. “Oh umm
… sorry for the overly lax tone, all I was saying was that we sure could have used you on the
western front, General Nelson.”Dave waved it off and then turned his attention to the elves. All
around there were signs of destruction of both property and lives. Those elves who had not been
injured were gathering up and carrying the wounded into buildings. Some of the women couldn’t
seem to bear being touched by anyone, and one of the most elderly looking female elves Dave
had ever seen went around trying to coax those women into going inside or accepting a blanket.
It was still early morning, and the rising of the first sun had not done anything to take the chill out
of the crisp autumn air. Another elderly looking elf came up and rendered a deep bow to
Fumihiro. Dave supposed it wasn’t odd that the elves would look to the druid. “Great druid, we
are your humble servants. Thank you for saving our village. We do not have much, but whatever
we can offer is yours. I am certain that Lord Hia will want to thank you for this
personally.” Fumihiro returned the bow with a much shallower bow. “It is not I who you must
render your thanks to but rather to David Nelson, the Consort to Lady Emiri.” With that, he
pointed towards Dave. The elf’s eyes grew large, whether because he was worried he had
offended Dave by going to the wrong person or because Dave was a human no one could tell.
Either way, he caught himself quickly and offered an even lower bow to Dave. Dave couldn’t help
but imagine that if Emily had suddenly showed up, the man’s forehead would be hitting the
ground. Cutting off anything the man might say, Dave said, “It is nothing. You and your village are
all part of the same people as my wife. I could no sooner turn my back on you in need than I
could on my own children.” “Thank you for your kind words Consort. We are honored by your aid.”
The old elf seemed unsure how to continue.Fortunately, they were all saved from the
embarrassment of silence when a large white owl descended up them in ever-tightening circles.
It was a massive creature with at least a twelve foot wingspan and a body the size of a child.
Raddick looked up and gave a shout of warning, but when he went to draw a weapon Fumihiro
said, “Don’t. That creature is a familiar.”“How can you know?” Raddick answered. “Just like you
know your business, trust me that I can tell it is linked with another druid,” Fumihiro responded
curtly.Without saying any more, the ranger allowed his weapon to slide back into its sheath.
Meanwhile Dave said, “It looks like it has something tied to its leg. Is that a message?”“Possibly,”



the druid answered.By that time, the owl had finished its descent and landed on a perch jutting
out from the side of the closest ironwood tree, about fifteen feet in the air. Dave took a moment to
admire the creature. Though he was never a huge nature lover, it was hard not to admire the
dusted white feathers of this creature. They looked like a perfect blending of snow blown against
a dark sky. He imagined this bird to be a terrifying predator. Fumihiro said, “I only have one low
level spell for this, but it is required of all druids so hopefully it works.” He then began to cast a
spell which took almost thirty seconds to finish. When it ended, he started speaking to the owl,
but the sounds coming out of his mouth were like nothing Dave had ever heard. It sounded like a
combination of hoots, clicks, and barks more than anything else. Whatever it was though, the
owl answered in kind. He could only watch as the druid and owl went back and forth, but he did
note that the expression on the druid became ever grimmer. When they finished, the owl
dropped with wings extended to the ground and allowed Fumihiro to remove what looked like a
scroll fasted to its leg. That accomplished, the bird lifted off into the air and darted into the
forest. “He is going to hunt but then will probably report back to his master. The news he brings is
dire. This attack which we averted here is only a tiny portion of the invading force apparently.
Worse, some sort of magic is keeping the invading army cloaked and only eye witness reports
are bringing any word in. Seemingly there have been precious few of those,” Fumihiro said.“That
makes sense if an invading army is staying away from the more occupied portions of the forest
and killing anyone they encounter. What doesn't make sense is if they are trying to stay hidden,
why they stopped here and were taking the time for their distasteful business,” Raddick said
while stroking the sparse beard which had grown to cover his normally clean-shaven face.“Not
really a difficult question. Goblins and ogres are creatures controlled by their impulses. I have
only ever seen one example of a goblin who was concerned about anything beyond eating,
crapping, and rutting,” the druid said with such disdain.Raddick chuckled in grim amusement. “I
guess that’s pretty accurate. Well then, you have seen one more such goblin than I have. I can’t
even imagine what would make a goblin think beyond its own needs.”“That is because you
haven’t met Lady Emiri or her daughter. They are quite unique.” A rapid switch occurred as the
druid went from a tone filled with hatred for goblins to one filled with admiration. Turning towards
Dave, the ranger asked, “What do your wife and daughter have to do with goblins,
General?”Shaking his head with a wry grin, Dave replied, “My wife is no fan of goblins although
she probably is willing to give anyone a chance. It’s who she is and shows why she is a Chosen
of Shanelle. Sara, my daughter, on the other hand, has never met a broken bird that she didn’t
want to fix, and somehow, she has ended up with a goblin pet. Just don’t let her hear you call
Krinnk her pet. She will lecture you as only her mother’s daughter can about how they are
friends.”Sensing that there was more to the story but that now was not the time for more
questions, the captain simply said, “I will keep that in mind, Sir.”“Now back to this message. Did
the bird tell you anything else?” Dave asked, shaking his head. “Man, I never thought I would ask
a question like that.”“Don’t the elves speak to animals where you are from, Consort?” Fumihiro
asked, his curiosity getting the better of his normally all business demeanor. If there was one



thing which crossed the racial divide in Eris’ Rise it was any rumor about where Dave and Emily
had come from prior to ending up in the Murkwood.“Only if their name is Doolittle, so not that
often. Maybe like on the second reboot now,” Dave said with the slight smile on his lips he made
when telling an inside joke.Not knowing how to respond, the druid simply moved on. “Nothing
more of significance from the familiar other than to say that this parchment is a scroll of a
communication spell so that we can report to the Archdruid,” Fumihiro reported.“Well then,
please use it,” Dave said as the man was unrolling it.“Hmmm … I could use it, but it is for a Tier 3
Divination spell and is beyond my ability to learn. If I cast it then it will consume the scroll and be
a one use item. Worse, there is a chance that I might fail to complete the spell.” The druid spoke
as if apologizing for a mistake.“I suppose I could put more points into Divination. If I did so, that
should help me with using the scroll, right?” Dave asked.“Of course, Consort,” Fumihiro
answered. “But, I don’t know the archdruid, so how will the magic find someone that I have never
met and don’t even know what he looks like?” “The archdruid had the forethought to prepare for
this and included a lock of hair with the spell scroll. Presumably it is his and so will allow us to
lock onto him,” Fumihiro said as if such should have been obvious.Dave grunted, but instead of
responding to the perceived slight in the answer, simply said, “Give me a minute then.” Then he
got that glazed-over look as he went through the notifications he had received during and right
after the battle.”There were lots of them, and he absently wished for a way to organize them. No
sooner had that thought crossed his mind than a new tab appeared on his character sheet
entitled Notification Summaries. Clicking on that, there were various subcategories for Outgoing
Damage, Incoming Damage, Status, Miscellaneous, and XP notifications. Moving to the last, he
saw the most recent entry for Battle in Nakan’na.Your party has defeated 44 Tier 1 goblins: No
XP gained. (You cannot gain XP from creatures 2 or more Tiers below your own)Your party has
defeated: 3 Tier 2 goblin skirmishers: 252 XP (After applying numerical bonus, Tier penalty and
racial bonus)You party has defeated: 1 Tier 2 goblin shaman: 114 XP (After applying all
applicable bonuses and penalties)Your party has defeated: 5 Tier 2 ogres: 726 XP (More of the
same)Your party has defeated: 1 Tier 3 Ogre Elite: 239 XP (Ditto)Total XP gained:
1331Congratulations you have gained levels 22 and 23. You have gained 8 stat points and have
8 total unspent stat points. You have gained 67 character points and have 67 total unspent
character points.For a moment Dave couldn’t help himself. He was feeling indestructible. He had
just gained two levels and defeated a horde of enemies without ever truly being in risk of his life.
It made him feel all-powerful. This was the same feeling that he got from playing mmos and
beating a particularly tough boss. It was what had been missing in his day to day life on Earth.
Yet here the thrill seemed to be on steroids. There was a voice in the back of his head urging him
to demand that everyone around him drop to their knees and honor him. Dave was still self-
aware enough though to realize that as being out of character. After all, Raddick and Fumihiro
had helped him. No sooner had he thought that than the same voice from the shadows of his
mind, perhaps the Id that he had learned about in his college psychology class, spoke up: They
just killed a bunch of nothing goblins. Might as well praise them for stomping on ants. Most of



them didn’t even give you any XP. You did all the hard work. You are the one that killed six ogres.
You are the one who deserves all the glory. Dave was a bit worried about hearing the voice but
pushed it down along with his worry. Now was not the time for that. That internal battle won or at
least pushed off for another day, Dave immediately sunk thirty of his character points into
Divination Magic. It killed him to do so since he wouldn’t get any special bonus from it, and there
weren’t even extra perks for higher tiers in a magic skill, only the ability to use higher tier spells. It
was necessary though, so he sucked up his dissatisfaction before reaching out for the spell
scroll to see what it was.Perceptive Sending- Divination, Conjuration Tier: 3The spell is cast in
three phases. First: it locates the intended recipient of the communication.Second: it creates an
image of the caster as they currently are including dress, wounds, and all aspects of personal
appearance. No alteration of that image is allowed by this spell. The spell also does not convey
any aspect of the background setting around the caster, so there is no indication of where the
caster is. The spell does not have any built-in protections against being traced, so if that is
needed, the caster must make other arrangements. Third: the caster’s consciousness occupies
the image. The image can move according to the will of the caster but cannot interact with the
physical world. It is immune to physical damage. The caster is subject to mental damage with
50% resistance due to this only being an image. The caster is able to see and hear as they
normally could as well as speaking with those present. Duration: variesCool-down: 1 hour for
every minute the spell was kept activeMana: Phase 1- 50, Phase 2- 25, Phase 3- 20 mana/
minuteWell that was different. The spell belonged to two different schools. That wouldn’t be a
problem since Dave was maxed out in both schools for his current Tier. Then the mana cost was
interesting too. With his current maximums of 610 mana and 3.5 mana/minute regen, he could
only maintain this spell for thirty minutes. He supposed if he took a strong enough mana regen
potion that he could greatly increase that duration, even making it indefinite if he had enough
potions. Right now, he was only at a little over half mana, so he wouldn’t have that much time. He
mused though that fifteen minutes should be plenty. Then again, by the time he learned the
spell, his mana would be full anyway. So he sat down and started working on learning the spell.
The first step in learning a spell was to sink his 8 stat points into Intelligence. It would help with
his chances to learn, and he figured increasing the damage of his spells was only a good thing.
He didn’t admit it to himself, but if pressed, Dave would have had to admit that nearly catching
up to Mira in raw Intelligence also put a smirk on his face. Four hours later, he finally stood up.
The first sun was now high in the sky and all around elves were busy cleaning up the mess of
destruction left by their attacks. Neither Fumihiro nor Raddick were anywhere to be seen, but he
supposed it made sense for them to go in to sleep. He did notice that there was a young elf in
robes sitting near him, apparently keeping watch. Dave offered a smile which the elf tried to
nervously return. Dave then looked at the single notification which had appeared as soon as his
eyes had opened. Congratulations, you have learned the spell: Perceptive Sending. Base
chance of learning spell: 50% + 39% (bonus for Intelligence), -20% (highest tier of spell usable
by reader), +10% (learning from scroll) = 79% success chance.He was tempted to use it



immediately. That little voice in his head which had become so loud of late urged him on saying:
You are the nobleman here, you don’t have to wait for anyone. For now, Dave ignored the voice,
but it presented a tempting way of viewing the world. He looked at the elf who we had been
watching over him again and said, “Can you take me to my friends? It is time for us to make
contact with the archdruid.”The young man had a way of acting nervous which transcended
racial and cultural boundaries. Dave had seen it all too often when one of his kids wanted to ask
him something and wasn’t sure about how he would respond. The growing sense of impatience
in him made him want to yell at the elf to spit it out, but he knew these were Emily’s people now.
He had seen that whatever happened to her when she was presented to the Throne had
changed her, and he didn’t want to offend a potential ally or alienate these people from his
wife. “Do you have something to ask me?” Dave asked, trying his best to keep the impatience
from his voice and only partially succeeding.“I don’t mean to bother you Consort.” The elf’s voice
was low as his eyes looked at the ground. Apparently Dave was stuck with that title. “You are not
bothering me. Thank you for looking over me while I was studying. Is there something more that I
can do for you?” Dave was surprised at how genuine the words felt coming out of his mouth.
Somehow acting kindly pushed back the sense of impatience and darkness which he felt. “It is
just that I … uh … would like to give you something,” the young man said practically
stuttering. Images of decorated pinecones or other nature crafts filled Dave’s mind involuntarily,
even though he knew that was sorta stupid. “It isn’t necessary for you to give me anything. I did
what I did because it was the right thing to do.”“Pardon me please, Consort, but that is exactly
why I wish to give this to you,” he said while fumbling in a backpack that he had strapped behind
him. Dave’s further protests died upon his lips as the elf pulled out an ancient looking book. The
binding was obviously fine with gold and silver worked into it, but still, it was frayed and worn. As
he struggled to bring it out, it was clear that it was huge, at least a foot thick and two feet high
with a width of a good eighteen inches. Dave’s interest in knowledge was great enough to value
such an old book, but what really took his breath away was that this book looked like the spell
book they had found in the dungeon, only much larger. “Um … what is that?” Dave asked, almost
afraid to hope that it was what he thought it was. “This is a spell book passed down in my family
from ancient times. It has been with my family the entire time we have been upon Talos, and yet,
none of us has been able to use it. It requires that the one to read it be at a minimum of Tier 3
magic, and none of us has ever been able to pass beyond Tier 2 in a thousand years. Yet you
saved me today, and but for your heroics, neither I nor my son would have lived on. I wish I had
something of value to give you, but this is all that I can think of.” Dave watched how the man’s
hand ran lovingly over the book’s cover. As much as it pained Dave, he said, “I can’t take
something which is so clearly precious to you.”“But you must. I know, Consort, that you are not of
the Circle, but you are married to an elven noble, so you must have some idea of our ways. I will
give this to you with but one expectation. Namely, should any of my descendants display the
potential to move into Tier 3, you would take them on as an apprentice for you are clearly a spell
caster of tremendous might and a master swordsman.” The young elf’s tone was so solemn that



Dave didn’t know what to do. “You are certain? I release you from any sense of obligation. But if
you still wish to pass it on, then I will accept so long as you tell me your family name,” Dave said,
a mixture of guilt and excitement competing within him. “I do so wish, and my name is Eiji
Nakamora, Consort,” he replied solemnly. “Know this–in taking this gift from you, I also open up
the Murkwood to you. You and your family shall have safe passage and are welcome in Eris’
Rise and all the lands that are controlled by myself and Lady Emiri.” Dave replied, not exactly
sure why but it seemed like the thing to say.“You are kind, Consort. I will pass your words to my
family,” he said with a deep bow before handing the heavy tome over to Dave. Dave was
surprised at how heavy it was. He had expected it to weigh something like fifteen or even twenty
pounds, but it must have weighed closer to forty or fifty pounds. It was nothing for his enhanced
Strength but still not something to be lightly carried around, especially by the slender elf. “Can
you give me a moment to look at this and ask my companions to come here?“Certainly consort.”
Then without another word, the young elf was off.Dave looked at the book. He could feel a
current, almost like electricity, coursing through it, and he was anxious to open it. He figured it
would be a great treasure it was even half as good as the last spell book that they found. Looking
at the book, Dave decided to cast Identify on it and gasped when he saw the results:Spell Book:
Path from Apprentice to Adept Quality: EpicWeight: 44.0Author: Lord Turgur, Elder Shaman of
the People of the MoonA treatise providing the tools to elevate a caster from apprentice to adept.
This book covers the spells specific to the practice of shamans within the Moon Elf people. Tier
2: Feline Feet, Fleeting Fury, Night Eyes, Spirit Sight, Tainted Breath, Invisibility, Lesser Heal,
Endure Elements, Gauge CasterTier 3: Spirit Pouch, Frost Rift, Charm of the Snake, Aura of
Sleepwalking, Diminutive Shrink, Elemental Malaise, Spirit of the Ox, Imbue Gem, Totem of
Defense, Alacrity, Venom of the Snake, Immobilize, Life Salve, Abolish Disease, Guardian
Shadow Wolf, Quell EnergyTier 4: Cannibalize, Nullify Magic, Totem of Spirit, Totem of Stillness,
Improved Heal, Frost Storm, Dimension Flutter, Touch of Slime, Arcane Eye, Confusion, Inertial
Burst, Item Charm, Bone Shatter, Monster’s PhysiqueTier 5: Winter’s Roar, Regrowth, Turgur’s
Insects, Greater Heal, Greater Guardian Shadow Wolf, Chloroblast, Unenchant, Sustaining
Bubble, Wreath of Blades, Positional Reversal, Telepathic Bond, Wall of Absolute Force, Totem
of Fatigue, Elemental Form, Totem of AlacrityIt was more than he could take in. Fifty-three spells
and all but the Essence Magic ones were of schools he could use. Not only were these good
spells for now, but they would be spells for long into the future. Of course the question was if he
would be able to level up high enough to ever be able to use these spells. That was a concern for
another day. He still refused to believe he could ever be stopped. Today he felt alive. He had felt
what it meant to be powerful. He would become a legend amongst these people, and that would
make his family safe for all time.Dave knew he didn’t have time now to start learning any of the
spells contained within, but his hand twitched thinking about it. While there might not be time to
study the spells, he at least opened the book. On the first page there were no spells, but there
was a long inscription written in flowing script. It was Moon Elf, or at least a version of it. He
equated it to trying to read Old English, although maybe not quite so difficult. To my precious



grandson Me’onji. It pains me greatly that you are to be taken from me in this way. More so it cuts
me to the quick that I am not allowed to go with you. I would gladly forsake all that I have here
simply for the chance to go to the new world with you. They are calling this the purge, but it is
nothing more than an exile of the innocent. Know that I fought against this with all my might and
raised my voice in every council meeting. The forces that the Archmage had gathered were
simply too great. Eventually all of the praetors voted for his plan. It is the greatest shame of my
life that I could not end this plan and yet violence was not the answer. Life is conflict and too
many like the Archmage believe that means only fighting. The truth is that the greatest conflicts
are within a man. I pray to all the Gods that you will learn this lesson in the foreign land which will
be your home.Despite my inability to follow you know that my heart goes with you and I hope
some small measure of my strength. “This is a treasure. I cannot accept it. It pains me to say so,
but you don’t understand the value that you have here,” Dave spoke reluctantly, but still knew it
was the right thing to do. “I very much understand the value of this spell book. It is my birthright
just as it was for my father and grandfather before him. Yet it is a birthright which holds no value
for me as I can’t use it,” Eiji said with passion. “Still, how can I accept this from you?” Dave
asked.“Yes, it is of value, but more value than my life? Than that of my wife, or daughter?” As if
on cue as Eiji spoke, an elven child younger than Sara came running up to Eiji and grabbed a
hold of his leg saying, ‘Touchan.’”“Very well, but you must let me pay you something for it,” Dave
said grinning at the little girl. He had always been fond of children. “That was not our deal. It was
only that if Meo turns out to have the skill for magic, that you will train her,” Eiji said.“It appeared
that the book had never been opened. Why is that?” Dave asked.“As I said before, Consort. The
book could only be opened by one sufficiently strong in magic. I think my ancestor Turgur meant
it as a way of safeguarding the book and expected that eventually one of his descendants would
have the same magical strength as he did. Yet that has not come to pass in more than a
thousand years.” There was sorrow in Eiji’s voice as he answered.“Would you at least like me to
read the inscription within? It was written to someone named Me’onji?” Dave asked with a warm
smile.“That would be my first ancestor, the one sent into exile.” Then pausing in thought a
moment, he said with less anger and more desire, “Yes, I would like that very much.”After Dave
had read the inscription to him, Eiji became overwhelmed with emotion and looked away for a
moment as he held his daughter close to him. Finally, after an awkward silence, he said, “Thank
you. It means more than you can know for me to learn that my ancestor had no part in the exile.”
Dave simply smiled back, not wanting to further intrude on the man’s thoughts. A short time later,
Dave was surrounded by a group of elves and Raddick. The ranger looked like he still
desperately needed sleep. The leader of the town, whose title Fumihiro had told him was Jito,
something akin to mayor, didn’t appear to have slept at all. Likely he was the one responsible for
the village and wouldn’t be able to sleep for some time. Once everyone necessary was present,
Dave began casting the spell without any further ado. It felt different than his other casting as he
could see that the spell form was more complex. More on the order of the summoning spell
which was mostly Conjuration magic but had a faint element of Divination Magic. Here the sense



of his mana being split into different channels was dramatically greater. He couldn’t see different
types of mana like Mira could, but he still felt a difference. The casting seemed to go on forever
but eventually concluded, and he felt a powerful tug to the north and knew exactly where the
Archdruid was. As soon as that assurance fell over him, he felt more of the stored mana in the
spell form shoot off, something like how he felt when blasting an enemy but without the hostile
intent. The final part was the most disconcerting portion of the spell. His mind raced along the
thread he had cast out, and in an instant, he was suddenly somewhere else. He couldn’t even
feel his body and had to hope that he hadn’t just done something very stupid. Opening his eyes,
he saw he was in a large room. It was unlike anything that he had seen but somehow seemed so
appropriate to elves. The floor appeared to be made of one solid piece of smoothly polished
wood with various colors and tones sparkling through it. The walls were a lattice of vines growing
upward with assorted flowers budding within them. The entire effect was to create a room which
almost looked like the inside of a giant floor bud, and Dave felt pretty sure it was intentional. In
the center of the room was a giant chair or throne with two elves sitting upon it. Standing next to
them was an elderly elf, the only elf he had seen who looked older than Daichi. Turning the
projection of his head around, he could see various groups of elves all assembled into the room.
This looked like a war council more than anything else. The most surreal part of it was that this
projected body gave him no sensations. Even when he turned his head, he didn’t feel anything.
He speculated that the oddness of it came from the fact that normally you don’t notice those little
sensations, but when they are gone, you notice their absence. The old elf next to the throne
made Daichi seem young. He had shoulder length gray hair and was wearing green and brown
robes like all of the other druids he had met. The only difference being an ornate medallion of
gold and rune inlaid vines twisted together. Details seemed to be much sharper in this form. The
old elf then bowed slightly towards him as he said, “I have the honor of presenting Consort
Nelson–Baron Murkwood and the Ambassador from Albia.” Interlude 1Western Chenhou Forest
- Thelan, Goblin WarlordFurther to the west, Thelan the Basher, the warlord of all the goblin
horde and self-proclaimed Goblin King, was busy giving orders and receiving scouting reports.
His swarm of over twenty thousand goblins and assorted creatures was making good headway
into the forest. They were instructed to kill and destroy as they went. He knew that the progress
was slowed by the fun that his followers would want to have whenever they claimed an elven
village. But as expedient as it might be, Thelan wouldn’t even try to stop them from partaking as
long as they didn’t hunker down in any one village. Though a goblin, Thelan was wise enough to
know that the creatures’ united fear of him was not enough to keep the army from attacking a
village when they were far from him. No, it was better to appeal to their other primal instincts.
Besides, it amused him to think of the suffering of the haughty elves. The reports were
overwhelmingly positive. They were taking casualties. Anytime they ran into one of the accursed
forest wardens, ten or more goblins fell. However, as of yet, there had been no organized
resistance, and every village they had come upon had fallen. Even a few slaves had been sent
back, but most had bites taken out of their flesh and other signs of great suffering which crippled



them or broke their minds. He wasn’t sure if any of the slaves would survive the night, and he
had to hope that when the fiery morning eye was fully in the sky that at least one would be left for
him to sample. All in all, they were inflicting far more damage upon the elves than they were
taking, and Thelan laughed with each report that he received. That was until a bloodied trio of
two goblin scouts and a wounded shaman appeared before him. As they spoke, the king’s anger
grew. It seems that a pair of humans had joined up with a druid and saved a pathetic speck of an
elven village. Apparently one of the humans was known to the goblins from the western front as
one of the leaders and scouts, but the other human was a complete stranger. It was notable that
the shaman described him as wielding both sword and magic in equal measure and specifically
that he could grow to ogre size. It was not even one of the larger raids, and the shaman before
him was not a favored one, even if he was fairly talented. His mission had been to push forward,
but apparently, he and the band of ogres assigned to him had stopped at a village. It had been
their undoing as these three had been very strong, especially the two humans. Thelan slammed
his fist down on the makeshift table set before him sending mugs of stolen dwarven ale to the
ground. His anger needed expression. Normally, he would have crushed the one bringing him
such news, and in fact, he almost did. He barely managed to contain his anger since spell
casters were the one thing that he didn’t have enough of in his horde. Not so for scouts though.
The king's large, claw-tipped hand shot out and grabbed the throat of one of the two scouts. The
magical, golden-inked tattoos upon Thelan’s chest, drawn by the traitor Balayria some three
years before, flared to life to feed him strength. All around got to see where his title came from as
he used the poor scout’s head like a hammer, bashing it repeatedly against the table, shattering
the wood, and eventually leaving it unrecognizable. This only mildly sated Thelan’s anger. He
called for all of the leaders still within camp to gather together. He would make these humans
pay. It was such a human thing to stand in the way of what the goblins wanted, but it infuriated
Thelan even more that humans were interfering in lands that were not even their own. That could
not go unanswered.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Power. Starting to get a little worried for the main character but seeing
his power increase to mass proportions and dominating the field like a BOSS, fantastic!!!! His
family is now no joke either. They're almost comparable to the Z force in dragon ball z. I Cant wait
to see how Jackson handles his bullies. Already ordered the next book, seriously looking
forward to it.!.!.!.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good story, and editing. Have really enjoyed the three books so far.
Good story that is becoming more complicated as the story developed. This one could use
another review by the editor as there are numerous errors in grammar and where both original
and rewritten text was included.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Awesome. No book series makes me as excited or as nervous I'm
always excited for what comes next great book can't wait for the next one”

Ebook Library Reader, “It's been a good series so far. I've read three of four and moving on to
the next. Nice diverse characters, realistic choices and personality changes. Power ups quickly
but not too extreme. A little bogged down with some politics or inner turmoil at times but not
enough to interrupt the pace. Really continuing to enjoy the progression, game elements, and
loot!”

Demaro, “Great Read. Love the progression in this book and how the story is panning out. Really
draws you in. There are a couple grammatical errors and at some point 691 was written in front
of a word. May want to adjust that.”

Tim, “Thank you for this series!. One of my greatest delights in reading over the past year has
been every time a new Life in Exile book drops on Audible. Thank you to Sean, Peter and the
crew at Aethon! You guys are incredible and have given me such joy through a hard time. On to
book 4!”

Kiri, “Loved it!. I have been enjoying this series a lot! Although, I really got angry at Dave in this
book, I can’t wait to see how it turns around. Also got to see a lot more of Jackson and some of
the wider world. Just as you think they are finally getting powerful, you realize that they have a
long way to go still.If you like magic and leveling as well as multiple characters you will like this
book.”

Christopher morgan, “A good read but to long. I have to say this book was good but it has a
drawback in it was to long and we had another long dungeon sequence which I thought was
repetitive of book 2 and could of been shorter as well as a lot of things to remember with lots of



new abilities for characters. Still a great series to read and innovative”

Ebook Library Reader, “This is very good story.. I am so curious to what will happen to david! It's
really getting interesting! There is so many questions I want to ask but I know that the story is
just building up. So I will wait for the next book! Thanks you!!!”
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